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I am watching the Barr press conference. If anything
jumps, I'll let you know. Rod Rosentstein is on stage with
him and Barr reiterates commitment to putting out the
report as fully as he can.

Volume 1 of the SC report looks at conspiring with Russian government on election --

and SC concluded that he did not find collusion. Barr says no American, including

Trump campaign, knowingly assisted. (?!?)

This is focusing on the IRA's activities -- and states that no american assisted in this.

Now onto the hacking of DNC. Barr says that Trump Campaign did not conspire with

RU government's hacking.

GRU hacked materals ... went to DC Leaks and Wikileaks ... SC looked at this, found

that the Trump campaign did not participate in the underlying hacking, and therefore

did not do a criminal act by disseminating.

Now on to obstruction ... report discusses 10 acts by POTUS and says that SC M

didn't make a decision on obstruction. RR and Barr made the decision based on

evidence presented by SC Mueller. POTUS did not assert privilege, and demonstrated

non corrupt motives. (hhmm)

Redactions ... as we have heard ... redactions are on the 4 items (other cases, grand

jury info, privacy, natsec). Most redactions about ONGOING MATTERS AND

COURT ORDER BEARING ON ONGOING INVESTIGATIONS such as IRA and

Roger Stone cases.

Redactions only done by the correct people. POTUS voluntarily cooperated ...

privilege ... POTUS did not assert privilege, redacted version was reviewed by WH

counsel. POTUS's counsel also reviewed redacted version. Neither requested any

redactions.

Limited members of Congress will receive a version that is non-redacted version,

EXCEPT Grand Jury information will be redacted per law. (Like I've been saying).

Now taking questions. Mueller did not indicate that he thought the decision not to

charge obstruction should have been left to Congress.

Barr says Mueller can testify.

END. Not too much that was exciting. Much more left unsaid.

With a moment to process, Barr's discussion indicates The Most Narrow possible

version of the SC Mueller report. Mueller was charged with answering whether the
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Trump campaign conspired or colluded with the Russian Government in the attack

on the 2016 elex.

Mueller also allowed to prosecute anything he found in the course of that

investigation. It sounds like all other crimes and investigations were farmed out and

will likely not be discussed in the report (although it does include the Stone

prosecution, which runs against that)

Barr only discussed "the first two sections" of Mueller's report, so its possible that

there are other sections that address additional issues.


